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Almost daily, the Federal Reserve is offered conflicting
advice about how to conduct monetary policy. Some
people, such as the members of the Shadow Open Market
Committee, advise the Fed to gradually slow the growth
of money and let interest rates take care of themselves.
Others, such as foreign central bankers, advise the Fed to
lower interest rates and let money grow as it may. And
still others, such as the Wall Street Journal and various
supply-siders, advise the Fed to stabilize commodity
prices and pay little attention to either money growth or
interest rates.
Though conflicting, the advice the Fed receives seems
to be based on a common view that choosing a monetary
policy is a technical problem. The presumption seems to
be that there is a unique best policy for the Fed to follow
and the Fed's problem is to find it. Those advising the
Fed seem to see their task as convincing the Fed that their
particular analysis is the right one.
This attitude is somewhat hard to understand. Most
economists agree that the choice of a government policy
should be based on an analysis of how individual welfare
is affected and that in general any policy choice results in
both gainers and losers. How, then, can those advising
the Fed argue that one particular monetary policy is best?
Do they think they have found a policy that will benefit
everyone and harm no one? Or are they arguing for a policy which they recognize will help some and hurt others
but which reflects their personal judgement about how
the interests of different groups should be weighted?
Considering the state of monetary policy analysis, this
ambiguity is perhaps not surprising. Until recently, econ-

omists have simply not been able to build models which
describe how individual welfare is affected by alternative
monetary policies. Most of the models economists use to
analyze monetary policies only consider how the Fed's
actions affect certain aggregate features of the economy;
they do not directly describe what happens to the individuals who make up the economy.
This paper describes a simple model which provides
a coherent analysis of how monetary policy affects people
in different circumstances.1 The model is populated by
three types of agents: borrowers, lenders, and people who
hold assets valued in terms of the current price level
(nominally denominated assets, like currency). A government is assumed to run a permanent budget deficit which
it finances by issuing fiat money and bonds. The monetary policy problem in this model is how to choose paths
of money and bonds to finance this deficit.
The model demonstrates that different policy choices
affect the three types of people differently. In a situation
like that in the United States today—where the government has a large prospective deficit and is a net debtor
and where the real interest rate is high—the model says
a more accommodative monetary policy would raise the
price level but lower rates of inflation and real interest.2
Such an outcome, the model says, would make the hold'I earlier used this model, a version of Samuelson 1958, to analyze the
effects of credit controls (Wallace 1980). Here, as in that paper, the analysis
may be fairly demanding for some readers. It requires familiarity with the
material presented in an intermediate level (relative) price theory course.
2
These somewhat unusual results are not unprecedented. See Sargent and
Wallace 1981.
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ers of nominally denominated assets worse off and borrowers better off, while lenders could be made either better or worse off.
The particular implications of the model for alternative monetary policies should be viewed cautiously, for
they probably could be altered by reasonable changes in
assumptions. What cannot be easily altered, however, is
the message that the Fed's task as it selects a monetary
policy is a difficult one—to weigh conflicting interests.

Figure 1
The Preferences and Endowments
of Borrowers and Lenders in Generation t

The Model
Here I describe, in detail, the people and the government
in my model economy, how they behave, and precisely
what I mean by monetary policy.
The People

The people in this model live only two periods. At each
date t (where t is an integer) a new generation—generation t—of two-period-lived people appears. Thus, members of generation t are in this economy at t and t+1 only,
and at any date t, the population consists of the members
of generation t — 1 (who are old at t) and the members of
generation t (who are young at t).
At each date, only one good exists. The good that exists at date t is called the time t good. Each member of
generation t has preferences about the amounts of the
time t good and the time / +1 good that she or he would
like to consume in a lifetime (preferences about lifetime
consumption bundles). I represent such preferences by an
indifference curve map of the kind shown in Figure 1.
Any combination of amounts of time t and time t+1
goods is on some indifference curve (even though I have
shown only some of the curves). Each individual member of generation t is indifferent among bundles of the
two goods on the same indifference curve, and (because
people prefer more goods to less) each prefers bundles on
higher indifference curves (in the direction of the arrow)
to bundles on lower indifference curves.
Each member of generation t also has an income
stream (an endowment) consisting of some amounts of
the time t good and the time t+1 good, denoted w{(t) and
w/(r+1), respectively, for member j of generation t.1 assume that these goods cannot be produced and, in particular, that the time t good cannot be stored to produce
the time t+1 good. In other words, unless member j engages in some sort of trade, she or he is stuck with the
endowment as a lifetime consumption bundle.
To keep things simple, I assume that different generations are identical and that there is a limited kind of di-

versity within each generation. Each generation consists
of two groups of people. Members of one group, whom
I call lenders (or savers), are identical and have preferences and endowments that lead them to want to lend
(or save) at most rates of return. Members of the other
group, whom I call borrowers (or dissavers), are also identical and have preferences and endowments that lead
them to want to borrow (or dissave) at most rates of return. As Figure 1 shows, lenders are heavily endowed
with the time t good and borrowers with the time t+\
good, so trades of the two goods between the two groups
are natural.
I now describe competitive desired trades of the two
goods by lenders and borrowers at various terms of trade
(or rates of exchange). I denote these terms of trade r„
which represents the price of the time t good in units of
the time t+1 good. Equivalently, rt is the discount factor
for computing the value at time t of the time t+1 good;
thus, time t wealth of member j of generation t in units
of the time t good is wj(t) + [w/(f+l)/rj. (Think of rt as
the gross real rate of interest, gross because it is 1 plus the
real rate of interest.) The total trades lenders desire as a
group at each rt can be represented by a market supply
curve of the time t good, a curve which describes the de-
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